I lucked out at Luzi Bombon
I am a country girl by birth and now a bona-fide city girl by
choice. However, the downside of living in Madrid means that I
now rarely see greenery on a daily basis (unless you count the
succulents that I ‘try’ to keep alive in my humble abode). But
on the flipside, being an urban dweller gives me access to
some of the fanciest places to eat, with the best part being
that they’re often right on my doorstep.

Whilst I love a Netflix binge like most millennials, I still
relish any given opportunity to don my glad rags and go out
for a proper slap up dins. So dress up I did when I headed to
Luzi Bombon with a suitably stylish friend in town, and
wowzers did we enjoy a veritable feast from beginning to end.
Luzi Bombon isn’t located in an area of Madrid that I often
frequent, i.e. it’s not within walking distance of my
apartment. I had to treat myself to a taxi (partly due to the
vertiginous heels that I was tottering about in) but it’s
undoubtedly central enough to appeal to both locals and outof-towners alike.

What struck me first were the wall-to-wall photogenic diners –
you won’t just be salivating over the menu if the evening I
visited was anything to go by. The clientele was as upscale as
the perfectly mixed G&T that I was sipping on within minutes
of arriving – a G’Vine in case you’re interested.
It’s a sexy venue; possibly the slinkiest of all the Madridbased Grupo Tragaluz (which also runs Bar Tomate) offerings
with low lighting casting an Insta-worthy filter over my
dining companion. Now until recent years I’m not ashamed to
admit that I had relatively simple tastes – but due to
external influencers in the form of more adventurous friends,
I’m starting to pride myself of never saying never and giving
anything a go. In that spirit, I sampled as much as was
humanly possible whilst wearing leather and not wanting to be
forklifted out of the venue.

The standout star of the show was the giant ‘fruits de mar’
platter that caused the table to groan under its sheer weight.
Recommended by the waitress who clearly knew her stuff, it was
a-ma-zing and has turned me into a complete crab convert.
Obviously it’s not the kind of thing that I’m whipping up at
home, which gave the whole meal an even greater sense of
occasion. Even as a novice foodie, I have told every man and
his dog about that platter and now I’m urging you to hotfoot
to Luzi Bombon and do the same.
Dinner doesn’t come cheap but if you’re looking to impress,
aka maybe bag a second date with the object of your affection,
Luzi Bombon is a fab place to pull out all of the stops. As
someone who’s rarely lured out of her barrio, Luzi Bombon is
well worth the cab ride and gym class that you’ll undoubtedly
need to do the following day (in order to burn off every
savoured calorie). If seafood platters and pretty peeps are
your jam, Luzi Bombon is the (meal) ticket for you.
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